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Fair Trials is a global criminal justice watchdog with offices in London, Brussels and Washington, D.C.,
focused on improving the right to a fair trial in accordance with international standards. Fair Trials’
work is premised on the belief that fair trials are one of the cornerstones of a just society. Its work
combines: (a) helping suspects to understand and exercise their rights; (b) building an engaged and
informed network of fair trial defenders (including NGOs, lawyers and academics); and (c) fighting the
underlying causes of unfair trials through research, litigation, political advocacy and campaigns.

Introduction
1. The right to a fair trial and the due process safeguards that accompany it are enshrined in a
host of international and regional human rights instruments.1 In recognition of this, the
outcome document of the thirtieth special session of the General Assembly, committed to
“promote and implement effective criminal justice responses to drug-related crimes to bring
perpetrators to justice that ensure legal guarantees and due process safeguards.”2 Criminal
prosecution of drug use has resulted in a significant increase in criminalisation and
incarceration globally, despite an overall drop in crime rates. Between 2000 and 2015, prison
populations rose over 20%,3 putting enormous pressure on justice systems, including courts,
prisons, investigatory bodies, and public defenders.
2. The vast majority of drug prosecutions are for simple use and possession, the prosecution of
which increased globally between 2003 and 2013, while the number of prosecutions for drug
trafficking remained stable.4 It is estimated that 83% of drug offences recorded by law
enforcement and criminal justice systems are possession offences.5 The Inter-American
Commission for Human Rights (IACHR) has expressed concern that prosecution of minor drug
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offences has driven rates of imprisonment, in particular of women.6 It has also noted that drug
offences are subject to mandatory pre-trial detention regimes in some countries,7 further
inflating prison populations and undermining due process guarantees in the pre-trial period.
3. The burden that drug prosecutions place on criminal justice systems has led states to seek
methods by which to increase the efficiency with which they process high volumes of cases.
In many instances, these efficiency measures have the effect of reducing procedural
guarantees for defendants in ways that fail to fulfil the fair trial obligations outlined in the
UNGASS Outcome Document and under international law.
Trial Waiver Systems
4. Fair Trials has documented the growth of “trial waiver systems”8 worldwide as part of a global
push for efficiency in criminal justice procedures.9 These systems include plea bargaining and
guilty pleas, cooperation agreements and abbreviated proceedings. The adoption of trial
waiver systems worldwide mirrors the global growth in incarceration – their incidence has
increased globally by 300% since 1990, with 66 of the 90 jurisdictions studied in the report
using some form of trial waiver system by 2016, up from only 19 in 1990.10
5. Although trial waiver systems are perceived as a means of reducing prison overcrowding and
pre-trial detention by increasing efficiency, they may in practice have the opposite effect by
allowing countries to process larger volumes of cases with less judicial oversight. In the USA
for example, trial waivers in the context of harsh drug and sentencing laws have helped to
drive mass incarceration. 46.2% (over 79,000 people) of the US federal prison population is
currently incarcerated for drug offences,11 in a system in which 97% of cases are resolved
through guilty pleas.12
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6. It is well established in international law that pre-trial detention should be used only as an
exceptional measure, but unfortunately excessive use of pre-trial detention remains the norm
in many countries, particularly in relation to drug crimes. Despite the fact that trial waiver
systems are often introduced in order to reduce lengthy periods of pre-trial detention,
evidence demonstrates that pre-trial detention can actually fuel plea bargaining, creating
incentives for investigative authorities to use pre-trial detention to encourage guilty pleas and
other trial waivers.13 Noting a study from Argentina where people deprived of their liberty
said that pre-trial detention was used as a ‘bargaining chip’ to procure plea deals, the IACHR
has called on states to ensure that pre-trial detention isn’t used as a means to induce guilty
pleas.14
7. Drug courts, another intervention designed to reduce incarceration, also often employ a form
of trial waiver system that can perversely fuel, rather than reduce, incarceration in practice.
Defendants are often obliged to plead guilty as a condition of participating in the drug court.15
If defendants complete treatment, their sentence may be deferred, modified, suspended, or
expunged,16 but if they fail to complete the treatment, they can face harsh criminal
punishment, often exceeding what would normally be imposed had the defendant simply
been convicted after a normal criminal trial.17 Furthermore, because defendants must plead
guilty, the probative value of their case is not assessed at drug court, and charges are rarely
fully investigated.
8. Without the full procedural guarantees of a trial, trial waiver systems can undermine human
rights protections. The IACHR has noted the erosion of due process safeguards that has often
accompanied the growth in trial waiver systems in Latin American jurisdictions, including lack
of access to a lawyer in trial waivers and lack of judicial evaluation of the strength of
evidence.18 For example, it notes that in Peru, there are not enough Public Defenders to
handle all cases of guilty pleas.19 Although there is nearly universal recognition of the right of
access to a lawyer in criminal proceedings, when it comes to trial waiver systems, even in
jurisdictions which are considered to have quite robust legal aid systems there are indications
that defendants are at times agreeing to waive their right to a trial without having had access
to a lawyer.20 With respect to Bolivia, the IACHR has expressed concerns that the offer
extended to an accused person is based on the seriousness of the offence as opposed to an
13
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evaluation of the case, and that the probative elements of cases are not considered by judicial
authorities who approve these deals.21
9. Where police have engaged in prohibited activity, including unlawful stop, search, arrest and
seizure, fabrication of evidence, torture, inhuman or degrading treatment or other rights
violations, the primary legal remedy is exclusion of evidence tainted by the unlawful act. When
a trial does not occur, these abuses may well not come to light, and are much less likely to be
remedied. In extreme cases, plea deals may be used to “cleanse” or “launder” cases too
tainted by torture and other human rights abuses to take to trial.22 In less extreme cases,
which are much more voluminous and systematic, plea deals may be used to win convictions
in cases that may otherwise have ended in dismissal or acquittal due to procedural rights
violations or lack of evidence.
10. Some argue that only people that are guilty of an offence will plead guilty. This is not true. In
2016, 44.5% of exonerations in the USA were in cases of guilty pleas (74 out of 166
exonerations). 57 of those 74 cases were drug cases, characterised by faulty drug tests never
tested at trial due to the fact that defendants pleaded guilty.
Conclusion and Recommendations
11. Harsh drug policies, the criminalisation of minor drug offences and the failure to divert cases
out of the criminal justice system, have created impossible pressures on criminal justice
systems across the globe, which have been unable to keep pace with the sheer volume of
drugs cases they are forced to process. All too often the response has been abbreviation of
the trial process, sacrificing human rights and the legal guarantees and due process safeguards
designed to protect them. This can have devastating personal consequences for the people
who are pressurised into pleading guilty, can hide gross human rights abuses from public
scrutiny and can undermine public trust in the rule of law. States should not use trial waiver
systems in place of comprehensive drug policy and criminal justice reform that would divert a
substantial proportion of such cases out of the criminal justice system all together.
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